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speedup for the individual priority queue operations known from the sequen-tial setting. A similar approah has been taken by Pinotti and Pui [25℄ andRanade et al. [26℄. The operations we support are all the ommonly neededpriority queue operations from the sequential setting, e.g., see [22℄.MakeQueue Create and return a new empty priority queue.Insert(Q; e) Insert element e into priority queue Q.Meld(Q1; Q2) Meld priority queues Q1 and Q2. The resulting priority queueis stored in Q1.FindMin(Q) Return the minimum element in priority queue Q.ExtratMin(Q) Delete and return the minimum element in priority queueQ.Delete(Q; e) Delete element e from priority queue Q provided a pointer toe is given.DereaseKey(Q; e; e0) Replae element e by e0 in priority queue Q providede0 � e and a pointer to e is given.Build(e1; : : : ; en) Create a new priority queue ontaining elements e1; : : : ; en.We assume that elements are taken from a totally ordered universe and thatthe only operation allowed on elements is the omparison of two elements thatan be done in onstant time. Throughout this paper n denotes the maximumallowed number of elements in a priority queue, and jQj the urrent size ofpriority queue Q.Beause of the 
(n logn) lower bound on the number of omparisons for om-parison based sorting we immediately get an 
(logn) lower bound on thenumber of omparisons Insert or ExtratMin have to do, beause sortingan be done by n Insert operations followed by n ExtratMin operations,implying that any parallel implementation has to do at least 
(logn) workfor one of these operations.Our main result is the following.Theorem 1 On a CREW PRAM priority queues exist supporting FindMinin onstant time with one proessor, and MakeQueue, Insert, Meld, Ex-tratMin, Delete and DereaseKey in onstant time with O(logn) pro-essors. Build is supported in O(logn) time with O(n= logn) proessors.Table 1 lists the performane of di�erent implementations adopting parallelismto priority queues. Several papers onsider how to build heaps [14,33℄ optimallyin parallel [10,11,18,27℄. On an EREW PRAM an optimal onstrution timeof O(logn) has been ahieved by Rao and Zhang [27℄ and on a CRCW PRAM4 The operations Delete and DereaseKey require the CREW PRAM and re-quire amortized O(log log n) time. 2



Model EREW EREW 4 Array CREWPinotti, Pui [25℄ Pinotti et al. [23℄ Ranade et al. [26℄ New resultFindMin 1 log logn 1 1Insert log logn log logn 1 1ExtratMin log logn log logn 1 1Meld log logn 1Delete log logn 1DereaseKey log logn 1Build log n log nTable 1Performane of di�erent parallel implementations of priority queues.an optimal onstrution time of O(log logn) has been ahieved by Dietz andRaman [11℄.An immediate onsequene of the CREW PRAM priority queues we present isthat on an EREW PRAM we ahieve the bounds stated in Corollary 2, beausethe only bottlenek in the onstrution requiring onurrent read is the broad-asting of information of onstant size, that on an O(logn= log logn) proessorEREW PRAM requires O(log logn) time. Our time bounds are idential tothose obtained by Pinotti et al. [23℄. See Table 1.Corollary 2 On an EREW PRAM priority queues exist supporting FindMinin onstant time with one proessor, and MakeQueue, Insert, Meld, Ex-tratMin, Delete and DereaseKey in O(log logn) time with O(logn= log logn)proessors. With O(n= logn) proessors Build an be performed in O(logn)time.That a systoli proessor array with �(n) proessors an implement a pri-ority queue supporting the operations Insert and ExtratMin in on-stant time is parallel omputing folklore, see Exerise 1.119 in [21℄. Ranade etal. [26℄ showed how to ahieve the same bounds on a proessor array with onlyO(logn) proessors. In Setion 5 we desribe how our priority queues an bemodi�ed to allow operations to be performed via pipelining. As a result we getan implementation of priority queues on a proessor array with O(logn) pro-essors, supporting the operations MakeQueue, Insert, Meld, FindMin,ExtratMin, Delete and DereaseKey in onstant time. This extendsthe result of Ranade et al. [26℄.A di�erent approah to adopt parallelism to priority queues is by supportingthe following two operations, where k is a �xed onstant.3



Pinotti, Pui [24℄ Chen, Hu [6℄ New resultModel CREW EREW CREWMeld log nk + log log k log log nk + log k log log kMultiInsertk logn log log nk + log k log kMultiExtratMink log nk + log log k log log nk + log k log log kTable 2Performane of di�erent parallel implementations of priority queues supportingmulti-operations.MultiInsertk(Q; e1; : : : ; ek) Insert elements x1; : : : ; xk into priority queue Q.MultiExtratMink(Q) Delete the k least elements fromQ. The k elementsare returned as a sorted list.By applying the k-bandwidth tehnique, our data struture an be adaptedto support the above multi-operations. A omparison with previous work isshown in Table 2. Our time bound are the �rst to be independent of n.We throughout this paper assume that the arguments to the proedures ini-tially only are known to proessor zero, and that output is generated at pro-essor zero too.In Setion 2 we present optimal priority queues for a CREW PRAM sup-porting the basi priority queue operations FindMin,MakeQueue, Insert,Meld and ExtratMin. In Setion 3 we extend the priority queues to sup-port Delete and DereaseKey. In Setion 4 we onsider how to builda priority queue. In Setion 5 we present a pipelined version of our priorityqueues, and in Setion 6 we desribe how the k-bandwidth idea an be appliedto our data struture. Finally some onluding remarks are given in Setion 7.2 Meldable priority queuesIn this setion we desribe how to implement the priority queue operationsMakeQueue, FindMin, Insert, Meld andExtratMin in onstant timeon a CREW PRAM with blog2(n + 1) proessors. In Setion 3 we desribehow to extend the repertoire of priority queue operations to inlude Deleteand DereaseKey too.The priority queues we present in this setion are based on heap ordered bino-mial trees. In the following we assume a one to one mapping between nodesof trees and priority queue elements, and for two nodes x and y, we let x � yrefer to the omparison between the two elements at the two nodes.4



A tree where eah node stores an element from a totally ordered universe issaid to satisfy heap order if for all nodes v, the element stored at v is greateror equal to the element stored at the parent of v. An immediate onsequeneis that a heap ordered tree always has the minimum element at the root.Binomial trees are heap ordered trees de�ned as follows. A binomial tree ofrank zero is a single node. A binomial tree of rank r � 1 is obtained from twobinomial trees of rank r � 1 by making the root with the largest element theleftmost hild of the root with smallest element, with draws broken arbitrarily.We let the rank of a node v denote the rank of the binomial tree rooted at v.It follows by indution that a binomial tree of rank r has exatly 2r nodes andthat a node of rank r has exatly one hild of eah of the ranks 0; : : : ; r � 1,the hildren appearing in dereasing rank order from left to right. Essential toour data struture is the fat that the link operation is reversible, i.e., that wean unlink a binomial tree of rank r � 1 to two binomial trees of rank r � 1.Binomial trees of rank zero to four are shown in Figure 1, and the linking oftwo binomial trees of rank three to a binomial tree of rank four is shown inFigure 2. s0 ss1 ss��ss 2 ss��ss���ss��ss 3 ss��ss���ss��ss �����ss��ss���ss��ss 4
Fig. 1. The struture of binomial trees of rank zero to four.ss��ss���ss��ss 3 x ss��ss���ss��ss 3 y ss��ss���ss��ss �����ss��ss���ss��ss 4x y-Linking�Unlinking �����Fig. 2. Linking and unlinking binomial trees. It is assumed that the element storedat x is greater than or equal to the element stored at y.The basi idea of the prominent binomial queues of Vuillemin [32℄ is to rep-resent a priority queue by a olletion of distint ranked binomial trees. Forimplementation details on binomial queues refer to [32℄.We also represent a priority queue Q by a forest of binomial trees, but wedo not require all trees to have distint ranks. In the following we let r(Q)denote the largest rank of a tree in the representation of priority queue Q, welet ni(Q) denote the number of trees of rank i, and we let nmax(Q) denote thevalue max0�i�r(Q) ni(Q). Throughout the rest of this setion a tree denotes abinomial tree.We require that a forest of trees representing a priority queue Q satis�es thetwo following onstraints: 5



A1 : ni(Q) 2 f1; 2; 3g for all i = 0; : : : ; r(Q), andA2 : the minimum of the elements at roots of rank i is less than or equal toall the elements at roots of rank greater than i, for all i = 0; : : : ; r(Q).The �rst onstraint bounds the number of trees of eah rank. We require thatfor eah rank i � r(Q) there is at least one tree of rank i present in the forest,and that at most three trees have equal rank. A bound on r(Q) is given byLemma 3 below. The seond onstraint fores an ordering upon the elementsat the roots. Espeially, we require that the minimum element is stored ata tree of rank zero. Figure 3 gives an example of a forest satisfying the twoonstraints. The nodes are roots. The labels inside the nodes are the elements,in the following integers, and the numbers below the nodes are the ranks.Lemma 3 r(Q) � blog2(jQj+ 1) � 1.PROOF. By A1, jQj � r(Q)Xi=0 2i = 2r(Q)+1 � 1;and the lemma follows. 2l30 l210 l71 l82�� l132�� l422�� l113���� l143���� l154������ l225�������� l275�������� l325��������QQk� � QQk XXXXy� QQk� � QQk XXXXyFig. 3. A forest satisfying onstraints A1 and A2. The arrows denote the orderingfored by A2 upon the elements at the roots.A priority queue is stored as follows. Eah node v in a priority queue Q isrepresented by a reord onsisting of the following �elds.e : the element assoiated to v, andL : a linked list of the hildren of v in dereasing rank order.Notie that we do not store the rank of the nodes.For a priority queue Q of size at most n we maintain an array Q:L of sizeblog2(n+ 1), suh that Q:L[i℄ is a pointer to a linked list of all roots of ranki. By A1, jQ:L[i℄j � 3 for all i. Notie that storing the hildren of a node in alinked list in dereasing rank order allows two nodes of equal rank to be linkedin onstant time by one proessor.Essential to our algorithms are the two proedures ParLink andParUnlink.Pseudo ode for the proedures is given in Figure 4. The proedure ParLink6



Pro ParLink(Q)for p := 0 to blog2(n+ 1) � 2 pardoif np(Q) � 3 thenLink two trees from Q:L[p℄ nmin(Q:L[p℄) andadd the resulting tree to Q:L[p+ 1℄�odendPro ParUnlink(Q)for p := 1 to blog2(n+ 1) � 1 pardoif np(Q) � 1 thenUnlink min(Q:L[p℄) and add the resulting two trees to Q:L[p� 1℄�odend Fig. 4. Parallel linking and unlinking binomial trees.for eah rank i in parallel links two trees of rank i to one tree of rank i + 1,provided there are at least three trees of rank i. We require that the treesof rank i whih are linked together are di�erent from min(Q:L[i℄), i.e., therank i root with the smallest element remains a rank i root. The proedureParUnlink in parallel for eah rank i unlinks min(Q:L[i℄). Figure 5 shows anappliation of the proedures ParUnlink and ParLink. For trees that areunlinked (linked) by ParUnlink (ParLink) the leftmost hild of the root isshown too. l30 l210 l71l18 l82��l9 l132�� l422�� l113����l16�� l143���� l154������l17���� l225��������l87������ l275�������� l325��������l30 l70 l180 l210 l81 l91 l112�� l132�� l162�� l422�� l143���� l153���� l173���� l224������ l874������ l275�������� l325��������l30 l70 l81 l91 l21l181 l112�� l132�� l143���� l42�� l163���� l17���� l154������ l224������ l874������ l275�������� l325��������
ParUnlinkParLink??

Fig. 5. Parallel linking and unlinking. Notie that parallel unlinking followed byparallel linking is not the identity funtion.In proedures ParLink(Q) and ParUnlink(Q), proessor p only aessesQ:L at entries p� 1, p and p+ 1, implying that the proedures an be imple-mented on an EREW PRAM with blog2(n+1) proessors in onstant time ifproessor p initially knows the address of Q:L[p℄. Atually, it is suÆient forall proessors to know the start address of the array Q:L.7



The following lemmas apture the behavior of the proedures ParLink andParUnlink with respet to the onstraints A1 and A2.Lemma 4 Let ni and nmax denote the values of ni(Q) and nmax(Q), and let n0iand n0max denote the orresponding values after applying ParLink(Q). Thenn0max � maxf3; nmax � 1g, n00 � maxf2; n0 � 2g, and n0i � maxf3; ni � 1g fori � 1.PROOF. If n0 � 2, then n00 = n0 � 2. Otherwise we link two trees of rankzero and have n00 = n0 � 2. If ni � 2 for i � 1, then we do not link any treesof rank i. At most one new tree of rank i an be reated due to the linking oftwo trees of rank i � 1, and we have n0i � 2 + 1 = 3. Otherwise we link twotrees of rank i and have n0i � ni � 2 + 1 = ni � 1, and the lemma follows. 2Lemma 5 If A2 is satis�ed for priority queue Q, then A2 is also satis�edafter applying ParLink(Q).PROOF. Assume A2 is satis�ed for rank i � r(Q) before applyingParLink(Q).Let x denote min(Q:L[i℄). Beause x is not linked, and all new roots with rank> i is the result of linking two roots with rank � i it follows that after ap-plying ParLink(Q), x is still less than or equal to all the elements at rootsof rank > i. It follows that the resulting min(Q:L[i℄) � x satis�es A2, and thelemma follows. 2Lemmas 4 and 5 state that if the maximum number of trees of equal rank isgreater than three, then an appliation of ParLink(Q) dereases this valueby at least one without violating A2.Lemma 6 Let ni denote the value ni(Q), and n0i the orresponding value afterapplying ParUnlink(Q). If ni � 1 for i = 1; : : : ; r(Q), then n00 � n0+2, andn0i � ni + 1 for i � 1.PROOF. At most two new trees of rank zero are reated beause of unlinkinga tree of rank one. For rank i � 1, two new trees of rank i are only reatedif a tree of rank i + 1 is unlinked, in whih ase we also unlink a rank i tree,and n0i � ni + 2� 1 = ni + 1. 2Lemma 7 If for priority queue Q, A2 is satis�ed for all i � 1, then afterapplying ParUnlink(Q), A2 is satis�ed (for all i � 0).8



PROOF. Notie that for i = 0; : : : ; r(Q), after applying ParUnlink(Q),min(Q:L[i℄) is less than or equal to the previous min(Q:L[i + 1℄), beauseParUnlink(Q) unlinks min(Q:L[i+1℄), implying that the new element min(Q:L[i℄)is less than or equal to all elements at the resulting roots of rank > i. 2Lemmas 4 and 6 guarantee that if A1 is satis�ed for priority queue Q, thenA1 is also satis�ed after applying ParUnlink(Q) followed by ParLink(Q).Lemma 7 guarantees that if we make A2 violated for priority queue Q beausewe remove min(Q:L[0℄), i.e., we extrat the minimum element from Q, we anreestablish A2 by applying ParUnlink(Q).We an now implement the priority queue operations as follows. We assumethat the priority queues before performing the operations satisfy A1 and A2.MakeQueue The array Q:L is alloated and in parallel all Q:L[i℄ are as-signed the empty set.FindMin(Q) Constraint A2 guarantees that the minimum element in priorityqueue Q is min(Q:L[0℄). Proessor zero returns min(Q:L[0℄).Insert(Q; e) To insert element e into priority queue Q, a new tree of rank zeroontaining e is reated and added to Q:L[0℄ by proessor zero. ConstraintA2 remains satis�ed, and onstraint A1 an only beome violated for rankzero if jQ:L[0℄j = 4. By applying ParLink(Q) one it follows from Lemma 4that A1 is reestablished.Meld(Q1; Q2) To merge priority queue Q2 into priority queue Q1 we mergethe two forest by letting proessor p set Q1:L[p℄ toQ1:L[p℄[Q2:L[p℄. Beausemin(Q1:L[i℄) and min(Q2:L[i℄) by A2 were monotonially nondereasing se-quenes in i, it follows that min(Q1:L[i℄ [ Q2:L[i℄) is a monotonially non-dereasing sequene in i, and A2 is therefore satis�ed after having mergedthe two forests. The resulting forest satis�es nmax(Q1) � 6. By Lemma 4 wean reestablish A1 by applying ParLink(Q1) three times.ExtratMin(Q) First proessor zero �nds and removes the minimum ele-ment from Q, whih by A2 is min(Q:L[0℄). By Lemma 7 it is suÆient toapply ParUnlink one to guarantee that A2 is reestablished. After deletinga tree of rank zero and applying ParUnlink(Q), it follows by Lemma 6that nmax � 4. By Lemma 4 it is suÆient to apply ParLink one toreestablish A1.Pseudo ode for the priority queue operations based on the previous disussionis shown in Figure 6. The proedures new-queue and new-node(e) alloate anew array Q:L and a new node reord in memory. Notie that the only part ofthe ode requiring onurrent read is to \broadast" the names of Q;Q1 andQ2 to all the proessors, i.e., the address of Q:L, Q1:L, and Q2:L. Otherwisethe ode only requires an EREW PRAM. From the fat that ParLink andParUnlink an be performed in onstant time with blog2(n+1) proessors9



Pro MakeQueueQ :=new-queuefor p := 0 to blog2(n+ 1) � 1 pardoQ:L[p℄ := ;odreturn QendPro FindMin(Q)return min(Q:L[0℄)endPro Insert(Q; e)Q:L[0℄ := Q:L[0℄ [ fnew-node(e)gParLink(Q)end

Pro Meld(Q1; Q2)for p := 0 to blog2(n+ 1) � 1 pardoQ1:L[p℄ := Q1:L[p℄ [Q2:L[p℄oddo 3 times ParLink(Q1)endPro ExtratMin(Q)e := min(Q:L[0℄)Q:L[0℄ := Q:L[0℄ nmin(Q:L[0℄)ParUnlink(Q)ParLink(Q)return eendFig. 6. CREW PRAM priority queue operations.we have:Theorem 8 On a CREW PRAM priority queues exist supporting FindMinin onstant time with one proessor, and MakeQueue, Insert, Meld andExtratMin in onstant time with blog2(n+1) proessors. If the proessorsknow the addresses of the Q:L arrays of the involved priority queues, then anEREW PRAM is suÆient.3 Priority queues with deletionsIn this setion we extend the repertoire of supported priority queue operationsto inlude Delete and DereaseKey. Notie that it is suÆient to give animplementation that supportsDelete(Q; e), beauseDereaseKey(Q; e; e0)an be implemented as Delete(Q; e) followed by Insert(Q; e0).The priority queues in this setion are not based on binomial trees, but on heapordered trees de�ned as follows. To eah node we assign a nonnegative integerrank, and the rank of a tree is the rank of the root of the tree. A tree of rankzero is a single node. A tree of rank r is a tree where the root has exatly �vehildren of eah of the ranks 0; 1; : : : ; r�1, the hildren appearing in dereasingrank order from left to right. A tree of rank r an be reated by linking sixtrees of rank r�1, by making �ve of the roots the leftmost hildren of the rootwith the smallest element. Notie that this is a straightforward generalizationof binomial queues, and that a tree of rank r � 1 an be unlinked into sixtrees of rank r � 1. 10



Essential to the operations Delete and DereaseKey is the additionalonept of holes in trees. Eah hole has a rank. A hole of rank r in a tree is aloation in the tree where a hild of rank r is missing. Figure 7 shows a tree ofrank two with two holes of rank zero and two holes of rank one. Notie that ifthe tree of rank two is unlinked into trees of rank one, then the result is notsix trees of rank one, but only four trees of rank one plus two holes of rankone whih disappear. ���� ���� ���� ���� tttttd�������� ���� ���� ���� tttttt�����
����������� ���� ���� ttdttt
�����������dd ��������������                  ���� ���� ���� ���� ttttttFig. 7. A tree of rank two with two holes of rank zero and two holes of rank one.We represent a priority queue Q by a forest of the above de�ned trees withholes. Let r(Q); ni(Q) and nmax(Q) be de�ned as in Setion 2, and let hi(Q)denote the number of holes of rank i in the forest. We require the followingonstraints to be satis�ed for a forest representing a priority queue Q.B1 : ni(Q) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 7g, for i = 0; : : : ; r(Q),B2 : the minimum of the elements at roots of rank i is less than or equal toall the elements at roots of rank greater than i, for all i = 0; : : : ; r(Q), andB3 : hi(Q) � 2, for i = 0; : : : ; r(Q)� 1.Constraint B2 is idential to A2, and B1 bounds the number of trees of equalrank similarly to A1. The new upper bound on the number of trees of equalrank is a onsequene of that we in this setion link six trees of equal rankinstead of two trees. Constraint B3 bounds the number of holes in the forestrepresenting Q, i.e., bounds the unbalanedness of the trees in the forest. Anupper bound on r(Q) is given by the following lemma.Lemma 9 If hi(Q) � 4 for i = 0; : : : ; r(Q)� 1, then r(Q) � blog6 jQj+ 1.PROOF. By straightforward indution, a tree of rank r without any holeshas size 6r. Beause eah hole of rank i removes exatly 6i nodes from a tree,it follows that the number of nodes in a tree of rank r is at least6r � r�1Xi=0 4 � 6i = 6r � 46r � 16� 1 = 156r + 45 :Beause jQj � 156r(Q)+ 45 , we have r(Q) � log6 jQj+log6 5. The lemma followsfrom the fat that r(Q) is an integer. 211



Temporary while performing Meld we later on allow the number of holes ofequal rank to be at most four. The requirement that a node of rank r has �vehildren of eah of the ranks 0; : : : ; r�1 implies that at least one hild of eahrank is not replaed by a hole at any point of time. This observation is ruialto the method of �lling up holes that is desribed in this setion.We store a priority queue Q of size at most n as follows. Eah node v of a treeis represented by a reord onsisting of:e : the element assoiated to v,r : the rank of v,f : a pointer to the parent of v, andL : an array of size blog6 n+ 1 of pointers to linked lists of hildren of equalrank.Notie that we in this setion need to store the parent pointers, the ranks ofthe nodes, and that v:L are arrays instead of linked lists.For eah priority queue Q two arrays Q:L and Q:H are maintained of sizeblog6 n + 2. The array Q:L ontains pointers to linked lists of trees of equalrank and Q:H ontains pointers to linked lists of \holes" of equal rank. Morepreisely Q:H[i℄ is a linked list of nodes suh that for eah missing hild ofrank i of node v, v appears one in Q:H[i℄. By B1 and B3, jQ:L[i℄j � 7 andjQ:H[i℄j � 2 for all i.Similarly to the algorithms in Setion 2 we have two proedures ParLink andParUnlink. The proedures have to be modi�ed suh that linking and un-linking involves six trees instead of two trees. The proedure ParLink(Q) foreah rank p links six trees of rank p di�erent from min(Q:L[p℄), if np(Q) � 7.The proedure ParUnlink(Q; r) for eah rank p � r+1 unlinks min(Q:L[p℄),if np(Q) � 1. The additional parameter r is required for the implementation ofDelete (for the ase when the node to be deleted is min(Q:L[r℄)). Beause theholes below min(Q:L[p℄) of rank p� 1 disappear when unlinking min(Q:L[p℄),we remove all appearanes of min(Q:L[p℄) from Q:H[p� 1℄ before unlinking.The modi�ed proedures are shown in Figure 8.The behavior of the modi�ed algorithms is aptured by the following lemmas.Lemma 10 Let ni, nmax and hi denote the values of ni(Q), nmax(Q), andhi(Q), and let n0i, n0max and h0i denote the orresponding values after applyingParLink(Q). Then n0max � maxf7; nmax � 5g, n00 � maxf6; n0 � 6g, n0i �maxf7; ni � 5g for i � 1, and h0i = hi for all i.PROOF. The proof for ni goes as for Lemma 4, exept that 2 is replaed by6. Beause no holes are introdued or eliminated we have h0i = hi for all i. 212



Pro ParLink(Q)for p := 0 to blog6 n pardoif np(Q) � 7 thenLink six trees from Q:L[p℄ nmin(Q:L[p℄) andadd the resulting tree to Q:L[p+ 1℄�odendPro ParUnlink(Q; r)for p := 1 to blog6 n+ 1 pardoif np(Q) � 1 and p > r thenQ:H[p� 1℄ := Q:H[p� 1℄ nmin(Q:L[p℄)Unlink min(Q:L[p℄) and add the resulting trees to Q:L[p� 1℄�odend Fig. 8. Parallel linking and unlinking trees.Lemma 11 If B2 is satis�ed for priority queue Q, then B2 is also satis�edafter applying ParLink(Q).PROOF. Idential to the proof of Lemma 5. 2Lemma 12 Let ni and hi denote the values ni(Q) and hi(Q), and n0i andh0i the orresponding values after applying ParUnlink(Q; r). If ni � 1 fori = r + 1; : : : ; r(Q), then n0i = ni for i � r � 1, n0r � nr + 6, and n0i � ni + 5for i � r + 1. For all i, h0i � hi.PROOF. No trees of rank � r � 1 are reated or unlinked. At most 6 newtrees of rank r result from unlinking min(Q:L[r + 1℄). For rank � r + 1, theargument goes as in the proof of Lemma 6 with 2 replaed by 6.Beause no new holes are introdued by ParUnlink and unlinking min(Q:L[i℄)an eliminate some holes with rank i� 1, we have h0i � hi for all i. 2Lemma 13 If for priority queue Q, B2 is satis�ed for all i 6= r, then afterapplying ParUnlink(Q; r), B2 is satis�ed (for all i).PROOF. Beause only trees of rank � r+1 are unlinked into trees of ranks� r, B2 remains satis�ed for all i � r � 1. For rank i � r the argument isidential to the argument in the proof of Lemma 7. 213



We now desribe a proedure FixHoles that in parallel for eah rank reduesthe number of holes similar to how the proedure ParLink redues the num-ber of trees. When applying FixHoles(Q) we assume hi(Q) � 4 for all i. Theproedure is onstruted suh that proessor p takes are of holes of rank p.The work done by proessor p is the following. If jQ:H[p℄j < 2 proessor p doesnothing. Otherwise proessor p onsiders two holes in Q:H[p℄. Reall that allholes have at least one real tree node of rank p as a sibling. If the two holeshave di�erent parents, one of the holes is swapped with a sibling node of theother hole. This makes both holes have the same parent f . By hoosing theswap node as the node with the largest element among the two sibling nodesof the holes we are guaranteed to satisfy heap order after the swap.There are now two ases to onsider. The �rst ase is when the two holes havea sibling node b of rank p+1. Notie that b has at least three hildren of rankp beause we assumed at most four holes of rank p and two of the holes areassumed to be siblings of b. We an now ut o� b, and ut o� all hildren ofb of rank p by unlinking b. By assigning b the rank p we only reate one newhole of rank p + 1. We an now eliminate the two original holes of rank p byreplaing them with two previous hildren of b. At most four trees remain tobe added to Q:L[p℄, depending on how many holes of rank p were below b. Theseond ase is when f has rank p+ 1. Assume �rst that f 6= min(Q:L[p+ 1℄).In this ase the subtree rooted at f an be ut o� without violating B2. If f isnot a root this reates a new hole of rank p+1. We an now ut o� all hildrenof f that have rank p and assign f the rank p. This eliminates the two holes.At most four trees now need to be added to Q:L[p℄. Finally there is the asewhen f = min(Q:L[p+ 1℄). By applying ParUnlink(Q; 0) and ParLink(Q)one the two holes disappear. To ompensate for the reated new trees we�nally perform ParLink one more. Pseudo ode for FixHoles is shown inFigure 9 and the two relinking ases are shown in Figure 10.Lemma 14 Let hi denote hi(Q) and h0i the orresponding values after apply-ing FixHoles(Q). If hi(Q) � 4 for all i, then h0i � maxf2; hi � 1g for alli.PROOF. If hi < 2, then at most one new hole of rank i an be reatedbeause two holes of rank i � 1 were eliminated. Otherwise hi � 2 and weeliminate two holes of rank i, and have h0i � hi � 2 + 1 = hi � 1. 2The priority queue operations an now be implemented as follows.MakeQueue Alloate new arrays Q:L and Q:H and assign the empty set toQ:L[i℄ and Q:H[i℄ for all i = 0; : : : ; blog6 n + 1.Insert(Q; e) Create a tree of rank zero ontaining e and add this tree to14



Pro FixHoles(Q)for p := 0 to blog6 n pardoif jQ:H[p℄j � 2 thenLet fp; f 0p 2 Q:H[p℄ be the parents of two holes of rank pif fp 6= f 0p thenLet bp 2 fp:L[p℄ and b0p 2 f 0p:L[p℄ be sibling nodes of the holesif bp:e � b0p:e thenMove b0p from f 0p:L[p℄ to fp:L[p℄Replae one ourrene of fp by f 0p in Q:H[p℄fp := f 0pelseMove bp from fp:L[p℄ to f 0p:L[p℄Replae one ourrene of f 0p by fp in Q:H[p℄��if fp:L[p+ 1℄ 6= ; thenLet bp 2 fp:L[p+ 1℄ be a sibling node of rank p+ 1 of the holesMove two hildren of bp from bp:L[p℄ to fp:L[p℄Move bp:L[p℄ and bp to Q:L[p℄Remove all ourrenes of bp and twie fp from Q:H[p℄Insert fp into Q:H[p+ 1℄elseif fp 6= min(Q:L[p+ 1℄) thenInsert fp:f into Q:H[p+ 1℄ if fp is not a rootMove fp:L[p℄ and fp to Q:L[p℄Remove all ourrenes of fp from Q:H[p℄���odParUnlink(Q; 0)do 2 times ParLink(Q)end Fig. 9. Parallel elimination of holes.Q:L[0℄. Only B1 an beome violated for rank zero, if n0(Q) = 7. ByLemma 10 it is suÆient to perform ParLink(Q) one to reestablish B1.Notie that Insert does not a�et the number of holes in Q.Meld(Q1; Q2) Merge Q2:L into Q1:L, and Q2:H into Q1:H. We now havejQ1:Lj � 14 and jQ1:H[i℄j � 4 for all i. That B2 is satis�ed follows fromthat Q1 and Q2 satis�ed B2 as in Setion 2. By Lemma 10 we an reestablishB1 by applying ParLink(Q1) twie. By Lemma 14 we an reestablish B3by applying FixHoles(Q2) twie.FindMin(Q) Return min(Q:L[0℄).ExtratMin(Q) First perform FindMin and then perform Delete on the15
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Fig. 10. Transformations to replae two holes of rank p (x1 and x2) by one hole ofrank p+ 1.found minimum.Delete(Q; e) Let v be the node ontaining e. Remove the subtree with root v.If this reates a hole then add the hole to Q:H by adding v:f to Q:H[v:r℄.Merge v:L into Q:L and eliminate all holes below v by removing all ap-pearanes of v from Q:H. Notie that at most one new hole of rank v:r isreated, and that for i = 0; : : : ; v:r � 1 at most �ve new trees are addedto Q:L[i℄. Only for i = v:r, min(Q:L[i℄) an hange and this only hap-pens if v was min(Q:L[i℄), in whih ase B2 an beome violated for rankv:r. If v = min(Q:L[i℄), we an by Lemma 13 reestablish B2 performingParUnlink(Q; v:r). Beause v is removed from Q:L[v:r℄ in this ase wehave from Lemma 12 that for all i � v:r, ni(Q) at most inreases by �ve.We now have that for all i, ni(Q) an at most inrease by �ve. By Lemma 10we an reestablish B1 by performing ParLink one.Beause at most one new hole of rank v:r has been reated, we an byLemma 14 reestablish B3 by performing FixHoles one.DereaseKey(Q; e; e0) Perform Delete(Q; e) followed by Insert(Q; e0).A pseudo ode implementation for a CREW PRAM based on the previousdisussion is shown in Figure 11. Notie that the only part of the ode thatrequires onurrent read is the \broadasting" of the parameters of the pro-edures. For Delete all proessors in addition have to know v (the addressof v:L for doing the parallel merge of v:L and Q:L, and the rank v:r and ifv = min(Q:L[v:r℄) to deide if a parallel unlinking is neessary). In the restof the ode proessor p only aesses entries p� 1, p, and p+ 1 of arrays, andthese omputations an be done in onstant time with blog6 n+2 proessorson an EREW PRAM.Theorem 15 On a CREW PRAM priority queues exist supporting FindMinin onstant time with one proessor, and MakeQueue, Insert, Meld, Ex-tratMin, Delete and DereaseKey in onstant time with blog6 n + 2proessors. 16



Pro MakeQueueQ :=new-queuefor p := 0 to blog6 n+ 1 pardoQ:L[p℄ := ;Q:H[p℄ := ;odreturn QendPro FindMin(Q)return min(Q:L[0℄)endPro Insert(Q; e)Q:L[0℄ := Q:L[0℄ [ fnew-node(e)gParLink(Q)endPro Meld(Q1; Q2)for p := 0 to blog6 n+ 1 pardoQ1:L[p℄ := Q1:L[p℄ [Q2:L[p℄Q1:H[p℄ := Q1:H[p℄ [Q2:H[p℄oddo 2 times ParLink(Q1)do 2 times FixHoles(Q1)endPro DereaseKey(Q; e; e0)Delete(Q; e)Insert(Q; e0)end

Pro ExtratMin(Q)e := FindMin(Q)Delete(Q; e)return eendPro Delete(Q; e)v := the node ontaining eif v:f 6= nil thenQ:H[v:r℄ := Q:H[v:r℄ [ fv:fgv:f:L[v:r℄ := v:f:L[v:r℄ n fvg�for p := 0 to blog6 n+ 1 pardofor u 2 v:L[p℄ do u:f := nil odQ:L[p℄ := Q:L[p℄ [ v:L[p℄Q:H[p℄ := Q:H[p℄ n fvgodif v:f = nil thenif v = min(Q:L[v:r℄) thenParUnlink(Q; v:r)�Q:L[v:r℄ := Q:L[v:r℄ n fvg�ParLink(Q)FixHoles(Q)end
Fig. 11. CREW PRAM priority queue operations.4 Building priority queuesIn this setion we desribe how to perform Build(x1; : : : ; xn) for the prior-ity queues in Setion 3. The same approah applies to the priority queuesdesribed in Setion 2. Beause our priority queues an report a minimumelement in onstant time and that there is lower bound of 
(logn) for �nd-ing the minimum of a set of elements on a CREW PRAM [17℄ we have an
(logn) lower bound on the onstrution time on a CREW PRAM. We nowgive a mathing upper bound on the onstrution time on an EREW PRAM.First a olletion of trees is onstruted satisfying B1 and B3 but not B2.We assume the n elements are given as n rank zero trees. We partition theelements into b(n � 1)=6 bloks of size six. In parallel we now onstrut17



a rank one tree from eah blok. The remaining 1{6 elements are stored inQ:L[0℄. The same blok partitioning and linking is now done for the rankone trees. The remaining rank one trees are stored in Q:L[1℄. This proessontinues until no tree remains. Beause the resulting forest has no holes, wehave r(Q) � blog6 n and there are at most blog6 n+1 iterations beause. Theresulting forest satis�es B1 and B3. By standard tehniques it follows that theabove onstrution an be done in O(logn) time with O(n= logn) proessorson an EREW PRAM.To establish B2 we for i = 1; : : : ; blog6 n perform ParUnlink(Q; blog6 n� i)followed by ParLink(Q). By indution it follows as in the proof of Lemma 13that after the ith iteration B2 is satis�ed for all ranks � blog6 n � i. This�nishes the onstrution of the priority queue. The last step of the onstrutionrequires O(logn) time with blog6 n+ 1 proessors. We onlude that:Theorem 16 On an EREW PRAM a priority queue ontaining n elementsan be onstruted optimally with O(n= logn) proessors in O(logn) time.Beause Meld(Q;Build(x1; : : : ; xk)) implements the priority queue opera-tion MultiInsert(Q; x1; : : : ; xk) we have the following orollary.Corollary 17 On a CREW PRAM the MultiInsert operation an be per-formed in O(logk) time with O((logn + k)= log k) proessors.Notie that k does not have to be �xed as in [6℄ and [24℄ (in [6℄ and [24℄,k needs to be a �xed onstant due to the supported MultiExtratMinkoperation).A di�erent approah to build a priority queue ontaining n elements wouldbe to merge the n single element priority queues in a treewise fashion byperforming n�1Meld operations. The thereby ahieved bounds would maththose of Theorem 16, but the desribed approah illustrates that it is easy toonvert a forest not satisfying B2 into a forest that satis�es B2 by using theproedures ParLink and ParUnlink.5 Pipelined priority queue operationsThe priority queues in Setions 2 and 3 require the CREW PRAM to ahieveonstant time per operation. In this setion we address how to perform priorityqueue operations in a pipelined fashion. As a onsequene we get an imple-mentation of priority queues on a proessor array of size O(logn) supportingpriority queue operations in onstant time. As in [26℄ we assume that on aproessor array all requests are entered at proessor zero and that output is18



Pro MakeQueueQ :=new-queuefor p := 0 to blog2(n+ 1) � 1 doQ:L[p℄ := ;odreturn QendPro FindMin(Q)return min(Q:L[0℄)endPro Insert(Q; e)Q:L[0℄ := Q:L[0℄ [ fnew-node(e)gfor i := 0 to blog2(n+ 1) � 2 doLink(Q; i)odendPro Meld(Q1; Q2)for i := 0 to blog2(n+ 1) � 1 doQ1:L[i℄ := Q1:L[i℄ [Q2:L[i℄do 2 times Link(Q1; i)odendPro DereaseKey(Q; e; e0)Delete(Q; e)Insert(Q; e0)endPro ExtratMin(Q)e := FindMin(Q)Delete(Q; e)return eend

Pro Delete(Q; e)v := the node ontaining er := 0if v:rightmost-hild 6= nil dov := v:rightmost-hildwhile v:f 6= nil doMove v to Q:L[r℄ and v := v:leftLink(Q; r)r := r + 1odMove v to Q:L[r℄ and v := v:fLink(Q; r)r := r + 1�while v:left 6= nil or v:f 6= nil doif v:f 6= nil thenUnlink v:fadd the tree of rank r to Q:L[r℄let v replae felseUnlink v:leftadd one tree to Q:L[r℄insert one tree to the right of v�Link(Q; r)r := r + 1odQ:L[r℄ := Q:L[r℄� fvgfor i := r to blog2(n+ 1) � 1 doUnlink(Q; i+ 1)Link(Q; i)odendFig. 12. A sequential implementation allowing pipelining.generated at proessor zero too.The basi idea is to represent a priority queue by a forest of heap orderedbinomial trees as in Setion 2, and to perform the priority queue operationssequentially in a loop that does onstant work for eah rank in inreasing rankorder. This approah then allows the operations to be performed in a pipelinedfashion. In this setion we require that a forest of binomial trees representinga priority queue satis�es the onstraints:C1 : ni(Q) 2 f1; 2g, for i = 0; : : : ; r(Q), and19



C2 : the minimum of the elements at roots of rank i is less than or equal toall the elements at roots of rank greater than i, for all i = 0; : : : ; r(Q).Notie that C1 is a stronger requirement than A1 in Setion 2. In fat thesequene n0(Q); n1(Q); : : : is uniquely determined by the size of Q, beausen0(Q) = 1 if and only if jQj is odd, and that ni(Q) is uniquely given for i > 0follows by indution. The following lemma gives the exat relation betweenr(Q) and jQj.Lemma 18 r(Q) = blog2(jQj+ 1) � 1.PROOF. Beause ni(Q) is uniquely given by jQj, and r(Q) is a nondereasingfuntion of jQj the lemma follows fromr(Q)Xi=0 2i � jQj < r(Q)+1Xi=0 2i: 2We �rst give a sequential implementation of the priority queue operations.Later we disuss how pipelining an be adopted to this implementation.We assume that a forest is represented as follows. Eah node is representedby a reord having the �elds:e : the element assoiated to v,left, right : pointers to the left and right siblings of v,leftmost-hild : a pointer to the leftmost hild of v,rightmost-hild : a pointer to the rightmost hild of v, andf : a pointer to the parent of v, if v is the leftmost hild of a node. Otherwisef is nil.Furthermore we have an array Q:L of pointers to the roots.A sequential implementation of the priority queue operations is shown in Fig-ure 12 (the not quite trivial implementation of Delete is due to the fatthat the ode is written in suh a way that pipelining the ode should bestraightforward). The implementation uses the following two proedures.Link(Q; i) Links two trees from Q:L[i℄ nmin(Q:L[i℄) to one tree of rank i+1that is added to Q:L[i + 1℄, provided i � 0 and jQ:L[i℄j � 3.Unlink(Q; i) Unlinks the tree min(Q:L[i℄) and adds the resulting two treesto Q:L[i� 1℄, provided i � 1 and jQ:L[i℄j � 1.The implementation of the priority queue operations MakeQueue, Find-Min, DereaseKey and ExtratMin is obvious. The remaining priority20



queue operations are implemented as follows.Insert(Q; e) First a new rank zero tree is reated and added to Q:L[0℄. Toreestablish C1 we for eah rank i in inreasing rank order perform Link(Q; i)one. It is straightforward to verify that nj(Q) � 2 for j 6= i and ni(Q) � 3before the ith iteration of the loop.Meld(Q1; Q2) We inrementally merge the forests and perform Link(Q1; i)twie for eah rank i. Two times are suÆient beause before the linkingin the ith iteration jQ1:L[i℄j � 6, where at most two trees ome from theoriginal Q1:L[i℄, two from Q2:L[i℄ and two from the linking of the roots inQ1:L[i� 1℄.Delete(Q; e) Proedure Delete proeeds in three phases. First all hildrenof the node v to be removed are ut o� and moved to Q:L. The node v isnow a dead node without any hildren. In the seond phase v is moved upthru the tree by iteratively unlinking a sibling or the parent of v. Finallythe third phase reestablishes C2 in ase phase two removed min(Q:L[i℄) forsome i.In the �rst phase we after moving the rank i hild of v to Q:L[i℄ performLink(Q; i) one, whih is suÆient to guarantee ni(Q) � 2 beause at mosttwo rank i trees an have been added to Q:L[i℄, one hild of v and one treefrom performing Link(Q; i � 1). In the seond phase we similarly for eahsubsequent rank i add one tree to Q:L[i℄ and perform Link(Q; i) one. If thedead node v has rank i, and v has a rank i+1 sibling, this sibling is unlinkedand one tree replaes v, one tree is inserted into Q:L[i℄, and v replaes theunlinked rank i+1 subtree. Otherwise v is the leftmost hild and the parentof v is unlinked and the rank i tree is inserted into Q:L[i℄ and v replaes itsprevious parent. When v beomes a root of rank r, we remove v whih anmake C2 violated. Beause at most one tree has been added to Q:L[r℄ byLink(Q; r� 1) we have nr(Q) � 2. In the last phase we reestablish C1 andC2 for the remaining ranks i � r by performing Unlink(Q; i + 1) followedby Link(Q; i). This phase is similar to the ParUnlink and ParLink allsdone in the implementation of Delete in Figure 11.This �nishes our desription of the sequential data struture. Notie thateah of the priority queue operations an be viewed as running in steps i =0; : : : ; blog2(n + 1) � 1. Step i takes onstant time and only aesses, linksand unlinks nodes of rank i and i+ 1.To implement the priority queues on a proessor array a representation is re-quired that is distributed among the proessors. We make one essential modi�-ation to the above desribed data struture. Instead of having rightmost-hild�elds in node reords, we instead maintain an array rightmost-hild that foreah node v stores a pointer to the rank zero hild of v or to the v itself if v hasrank zero. This only implies minor hanges to the ode in Figure 12. Notie21



that this modi�ed representation only has pointers between nodes with rankdi�erene at most one. For a reord of rank r, left and f point to reords ofrank r + 1, and right and leftmost-hild point to reords of rank r � 1.The representation we distribute on a proessor array is now the following.We let proessor p store all nodes of rank p. If the rank of a node is inreasedor dereased by one, the node reord is respetively send to proessor p+1 orp � 1. In addition proessor p stores Q:L[p℄ for all priority queues Q. Notiethat Q:L[p℄ only ontains pointers to reords whih are on proessor p too. Thearray rightmost-hild is stored at proessor zero. Reall that rightmost-hildonly ontains pointers to reords of rank zero. The pointers that Delete andDereaseKey take as arguments should now not be pointers to the nodesbut the orresponding entries in the array rightmost-hild.With the above desribed representation step i of an operation only involvesinformation stored at proessors fi�1; i; i+1; i+2g (proessor i�1 and i+2beause bak pointers have to be updated when linking and unlinking trees)whih an be aessed in onstant time. This immediately allows us to pipelinethe operations by standard tehniques, suh that we for eah new operationperform exatly four steps of eah of the previous initiated but not yet �nishedpriority queue operations. Notie that no lateny is involved in performingoperations: The answer to a FindMin query is known immediately, and forExtratMin the minimum element is returned instantaneously, whereas theupdating of the priority queue is done over the subsequent blog2(n+1)=4�1priority queue operations.Theorem 19 On a proessor array of size blog2(n + 1) eah of the opera-tionsMakeQueue, Insert, Meld, FindMin, ExtratMin, Delete andDereaseKey an be supported in onstant time.6 Multi priority queue operationsThe priority queues we presented in the previous setions do not support thepriority queue operation MultiExtratMink, that deletes the k smallestelements from a priority queue where k is �xed onstant [6,24℄. However, apossible solution is to apply the k-bandwidth idea [6,24℄ to the data struturepresented in Setion 2, by letting eah node store k elements in sorted orderinstead of one element. The elements stored in a binomial tree are now requiredto satisfy extended heap order, i.e., the k elements stored at a node are allrequired to be less than or equal to all the elements stored in the subtreerooted at that node. In the following we desribe how to modify the datastruture presented in Setion 2 to support the operations MultiInsertk,MultiExtratMink and Meld. 22



We need the following two lemmas.Lemma 20 (Kruskal [20℄) On a CREW PRAM two sorted lists ontainingk elements eah an be merged in O(k=p+ log log k) time with p proessors.Lemma 21 (Cole [7℄) On a CREW PRAM a list ontaining k elements anbe sorted in O((k log k)=p+ log k) time with p proessors.Beause eah node now stores k elements, we have from Lemma 3 that r(Q) �blog2(jQj=k+1)� 1. The new interpretation of onstraint A2 is that for eahrank i there exists a root (denoted min(Q:L[i℄)) whih is less than or equal toall the remaining roots of rank i with respet to extended order, and all rootsof rank > i are larger than or equal to min(Q:L[i℄) with respet to extendedorder. For the modi�ed data struture we need the following proedure.Compare&Swap(v1; v2) Given two roots v1 and v2 of equal rank the elementsat v1 and v2 are rearranged, eventually by swapping v1 and v2, suh thatv1 beomes less than or equal to v2 with respet extended order, withoutviolating the extended heap order of the trees.The proedure Compare&Swap an be implemented as follows. If the max-imum element stored at v1 is larger than the maximum element stored at v2,we swap the trees rooted at v1 and v2. Next the merging proedure of Kruskalis used to merge the k elements at v1 with the k elements at v2. Finally the ksmallest elements are moved to v1 and the largest k elements are moved to v2.On a CREW PRAM Compare&Swap takes O(k=p+ log logn) time with pproessors.We extend the de�nition suh that Compare&Swap(v1; v2; : : : ; v) shouldrearrange the roots suh that v1 after applying Compare&Swap is less thanor equal to v2; : : : ; v with respet to extended order (if  � 1 nothing is done).One possible implementation is to �rst reursively applyCompare&Swap(v2; : : : ; v)(for  � 3) and then to apply Compare&Swap(v1; v2).We now give an implementation of the multi priority queue operations. Thelinking of two roots v1 and v2, is done by �rst performingCompare&Swap(v1; v2)and then making v2 the leftmost hild of v1. The unlinking of a tree proeedsas before. The proedures ParLink(Q) and ParUnlink(Q) proeed as de-sribed in Setion 2, exept that after both operations we for eah rank p applyCompare&Swap(Q:L[p℄) to make min(Q:L[p℄) well de�ned. Beause at notime jQ:L[p℄j > 6 for any p, we have that the modi�ed proedures ParLinkand ParUnlink take O((k log nk )=p+ log log k) time with p proessors.MultiInsertk(Q; e1; : : : ; ek) First a new node v of rank zero is reated on-taining the k new elements by applying the sorting algorithm of Cole. Tomake min(Q:L[0℄) well de�ned, we applyCompare&Swap(min(Q:L[0℄); v).23



Pro MultiInsertk(Q; e1; : : : ; ek)v := new-node(Sort(e1; : : : ; ek))Compare&Swap(min(Q:L[0℄); v)Q:L[0℄ := Q:L[0℄ [ fvgParLink(Q)endPro MultiExtratMink(Q)(e1; : : : ; ek) := min(Q:L[0℄)Q:L[0℄ := Q:L[0℄ nmin(Q:L[0℄)ParUnlink(Q)ParLink(Q)return (e1; : : : ; ek)endPro Meld(Q1; Q2)for p := 0 to blog2(n=k + 1) � 1 pardoCompare&Swap(min(Q1:L[p℄);min(Q2:L[p℄))Q1:L[p℄ := Q1:L[p℄ [Q2:L[p℄oddo 3 times ParLink(Q1)endFig. 13. CREW PRAM multi insertion and deletion operations.Finally we apply ParLink one.MultiExtratMink(Q) The k elements to be returned are stored at min(Q:L[0℄).Otherwise the proedure is idential to the proedure desribed in Setion 2.Meld(Q1; Q2) To make min(Q1:L[p℄) well de�ned after merging the two for-est, we �rst apply Compare&Swap(min(Q1:L[p℄);min(Q2:L[p℄)). There-after the proedure proeeds as in Setion 2.The orretness of the above proedures follows as in Setion 2. Pseudo odefor the operations is given in Figure 13. From the previous disussion we havethe following theorem.Theorem 22 On a CREW PRAM priority queues exist, supportingMultiInsertkin O((k log k+k log nk )=p+log k) time with p proessors, andMultiExtratMinkand Meld in O((k log nk )=p+ log log k) time with p proessors.7 ConlusionWe have presented new implementations of parallel priority queues. Whereasthe priority queues of [6,24{26℄ are based on traditional sequential heaps [14,33℄and leftist heaps [30℄, our priority queues are designed spei�ally for the par-24
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